
 

MIDLAND CAT CLUB OF IRELAND SHOW – 19.2.23 

Mrs Sally Tokens 

Thank you to Carmel and the committee for inviting me over to judge, thank you for the 

excellent hospitality and for a very enjoyable show. It was a very busy day with lots of 

open classes, thank you to my steward for all your hard work.  

I must say I could not believe how large all the Maine Coon’s were, they were all gentle 

giants and it was lovely to see.  

HIBERNIAN GRAND CHAMPION MALE; Hib withheld 1; Harte HIB GR CH & INT CH 

MOLLYCODDLE HEARTBREAKER brown classic tabby and white Exotic of seven and a 

half years old. Such a strong lad with excellent bone structure and very good 

substance. A very strong head with wonderful width to the cheeks, lovely rounded top 

of head and small ears placed low on the side of the head. Short broad nose and a good 

stop. Level bite. Large round eyes of a light orange colour. Coat short and with a lovely 

density and good tabby markings. Unfortunately his legs, chest and tummy were all 

stained and this is my reason for not awarding the certificate, such a shame as he is 

such a wonderful lad with a gentle personality.  

HIBERNIAN GRAND PREMIER MALE; HIB Wagner SUP HIB GR PR SILVERFERN 

FRENCH KISS brown classic tabby and white Maine Coon who is nearly five years old. 

Such a darling to handle, really laid back and a gentle giant. Rectangular body shape, 

very good bone and weight. Large ears that are set quite high with a good width apart 

and long tufts to the tips. Fairly full cheeks and high set cheek bones, square muzzle 

and nice breadth to the chin, just a touch more depth for perfection. His eyes have a 

slightly oblique aperture and set. Slight concave curve at the nasal bridge. Coat of a 

good length, soft texture and with a small amount of undercoat. Lovely butterfly 

marking to the shoulders and oysters evident to the flanks. White to the paws, chest 

and tummy. Tail well covered and balances with the body length.  

GRAND 2C CHAMPION MALE; GR CC; Steiner-Browne CH ISHCUS THYME 

TAOISEACH red classic tabby and white lad who is coming up to three years old. 

Another large and well grown chap with a lovely body shape and good substance. His 

ears are nicely positioned with very nice tufts to the tips. His profile is showing a slight 

concave curve and slightly oblique aperture and set to the eyes that are light gold in 

colour. Square muzzle and nice depth and breadth to the muzzle. Level bite. White to 

the muzzle, chest, tummy and paws. Rich red colouring and very good facial tabby 

markings, hard to see some of the markings on the body but they are there. Tail very 

nicely furnished and reaching to the shoulder blades.  

GRAND 2C CHAMPION FEMALE; GR CC; Wagner CH UNICUM TESLA blue tortie 

classic tabby and white Maine Coon just over two years old. A lovely looking female who 

shows herself well. Good length to the body and nice rectangular shape. Ears are large 

and set quite high with a good width apart and long tufts to the tips, fairly full cheeks 

with high set cheek bones. Profile showing a slight concave curve. Level bite and nice 

breadth and depth to the chin. Lovely shape and set to the eyes which are a light green 

colour. Soft texture to the coat with a small amount of undercoat. White to her paws, 

chest and tummy and on her upper left lip. Soft blue and pale cream with tabby evident. 

Super presentation to the coat. Tail is nicely covered and balances with the body.  



RES GR CC; Bezutkina CH MIRACLECOON DIAMOND DREAM red silver classic tabby 

Maine Coon just over two years old. Good bone structure and lovely weight. Ears are 

very nicely placed with long tufts to the tips and a good width apart. I would like a 

touch more width to the cheeks for perfection. Light green eye colour to the eyes 

which have a slightly oblique aperture and set. Square muzzle can be felt. Level bite. 

Nice depth to the chin, just a touch more breadth for balance. Soft coat texture and 

silver is evident. M to the forehead and lines running across the cheeks, difficult to see 

markings to the body due to the length of the coat. Tail in proportion to the body 

length and nicely covered.  

CREAM PERSIAN ADULT; 1 CC & BOB; Garcia AMORAMIST POM-POM JOBISKA not 

yet two years old and a compact female with a short cobby body that is set low on the 

legs. Small ears that are nicely positioned. Cheeks are full and round. Short broad nose 

and a good stop. Level bite. Round eyes that are a very good orange colour. Coat of a 

good length and pale to medium cream with just a slightly lighter undercoat today, soft 

to touch and with some undercoat present. Short well-furnished tail. Lovely 

temperament and easy to handle.  

CHINCHILLA ETC. ADULT; 1 CC; Waites OWLETTS LILLIE chinchilla female coming 

up to two years old. Nice size and weight for her age, sturdy legs and neatly rounded 

paws. Ears are nicely positioned with nice inner furnishings. Rounded top of head and 

lovely full cheeks. Short broad nose with a good break with a good size leather and 

nostrils, bite just a touch undershot. Large round eyes with a very good deep emerald 

colour and nicely outlined with black. Brick red nose leather with a nice outlining. Coat 

long and full and very nicely presented, soft in texture and with a nice undercoat. 

Tipping even to the body. Short full brush.  

TABBY COLOURPOINT PERSIAN ADULT; 1 CC; Garcia SYLVABOW BURLINGTON 

BERTIE seal tabby colourpoint just over a year old. A large lad with excellent bone and 

weight, huge feet which I am sure he is still growing into. Medium size ears that are 

nicely placed, rounded top of head. Cheeks are full and round. Short broad nose with a 

nice break. Level bite. Large round eyes showing a medium blue colouring. Some shading 

to the body coat which has been very nicely prepared and soft to touch with a good 

amount of undercoat. Tabby markings can be seen to the face and the legs. Tail 

balances with the body and is very nicely covered.  

EXOTIC SH TABBY OR TABBY & WHITE ADULT; BOB withheld Harte HIB GR CH & 

INT CH MOLLYCODDLE HEARTBREAKER repeat.  

CHINCHILLA ETC. KITTEN; 1 & BOB; Waites IRESYMPE WILLOW EMERALD-ANGEL 

six months old and a little poppet. Short cobby body set low on the legs with a good 

weight and nicely developed for her age. Ears nicely placed just a little open at the 

base at present. Skull is gently rounded and cheeks are full and round. Short snub nose 

with a good stop, nice pencil markings to the nose. Large round eyes of a good emerald 

colour. Firm chin. Soft coat texture with very nice black tipping, looking a little more 

like a silver shaded at present, her coat has limited undercoat and it would be nice to 

see how the coat develops. Short full brush.  

SEAL COLOURPOINT PERSIAN KITTEN; 1 & BOB; Garcia SYLVABOW SAPPHIRE 

RAPHAEL five months old and a very nicely developed lad with good bone and excellent 

weight, he certainly looks older than he is. Small ears that are set low on the side of 



the head. Top of the head is rounded. Cheeks are full and round. Short snub nose with a 

good break. Large round eyes that are a medium blue in colour. Level bite. Long curly 

whiskers. Some shading to the body coat which is soft in texture and with a good 

amount of undercoat, still very much his kitten coat. Just showing a slight temperature 

mark at present. Seal nicely matched to all the points. Tail is nicely covered.  

TABBY COLOURPOINT PERSIAN KITTEN; 1 & BOB withheld 2; Garcia SYLVABOW 

HORATIUS red tabby colourpoint lad of five months old. Another lovely lad with 

strong bone and good substance. Short body and sturdy legs. Rounded skull and just 

looking a little hooded at present, not helped that he does not want to open his eyes 

fully, with his eyes having a medium blue colour. Short snub nose. Unfortunately his bite 

is undershot and twisted today, hence my reason for withholding the first prize. Soft 

coat texture, very well groomed with some undercoat. Tail very nicely furnished. Very 

good red to the points with the odd tabby marking evident. Super temperament and a 

delight to handle.  

AC BI COLOUR OR MITTED RAGDOLL ADULT MALE; 1 CC & BOB; Liczberska 

OROCOLATO HAITI seal bi colour just over nine months old. Large lad with strong 

bone and very good weight. Medium size ears that slightly tilt forward, flat plane to 

the top of the head. Gentle dip to the profile. Level bite. Eyes with a slightly oblique 

shape and very good depth of blue colouring. Level bite. Large white inverted v to the 

face, white to the front and back legs, white tummy with some white to his collar and 

also up over the back towards the base of the tail. Soft coat texture and very well 

presented. Tail nicely covered and balances with the body. Very good temperament and 

easy to handle.  

AC BI COLOUR OR MITTED RAGDOLL ADULT FEMALE; 1 CC; Chrapala RAGBEN LAND 

INESS coming up to two years old and a nice sized female with good bone structure. 

Medium size ears that slightly tilt forward and a flat plane to the top of the head. She 

does have good eye shape but is reluctant to open them fully and show them off, they 

have a very good depth of blue colouring. Gentle dip to the profile and a level bite. Nice 

width to the cheeks and a gently rounded muzzle. White chin, white mittens and white 

to her back legs. Some white to the tummy. Soft coat texture which has been nicely 

groomed. Tail is lightly furnished and reaching the shoulders. Seal brown to the mask, 

legs and tail all equally matched in the depth of colour.  

MAINE COON BROWN/BLUE TABBY/TABBY & WHITE ADULT MALE; 1 CC & BOB; 

Steiner-Browne FRIENDLYGHOSTS BIG BEAR brown classic lad only nine months old 

and a supersize for his age, very well developed with excellent bone and substance. 

Ears are large and set quite high with long lynx like tufts to the tips. Good width to the 

cheeks with high set cheek bones. Green colouring to his eyes that have a slightly 

oblique aperture and set. Good profile and a square muzzle, nicely matched with good 

breadth and depth to his chin. Soft texture to the top coat with some undercoat 

present. Pattern along his back is a little solid but the markings are visible elsewhere. 

Tail is very well furnished and balances with the body length. Very good temperament.  

MAINE COON BROWN/BLUE TABBY/TABBY & WHITE ADULT FEMALE; 1 CC; Janek 

FORESTSIDE KRISTINA brown classic lass approaching two years old. Another very 

well built Maine Coon with a rectangular body shape. Long tufts to large ears that are 

very nicely placed. High set cheek bones with fairly full cheeks. Slight concave curve to 



the profile. Square muzzle and a level bite. I would have liked a touch more breadth to 

the chin to match up with the matchbox muzzle. Green eye colouring to large eyes that 

have a slightly oblique aperture and set. Top coat is glossy and soft to touch with a 

limited amount of undercoat today. Nice m to the forehead and lines running across the 

cheeks from the corner of the eyes. Spine line evident and oyster markings to the 

flanks. Good markings to the legs and a nicely furnished tail which reaches the shoulder 

blades.  

2 Janek FORESTSIDE RYSLA blue classic tabby who is just over two years old. Lovely 

bone structure and good weight. Ears are large in size and showing long tufts to the 

tips, I would have just liked them up a fraction for perfection. Fairly full cheeks with 

high set cheek bones. Good eye shape and green colour. Her profile has a slight dip and 

her muzzle is square. Level bite. Her coat is soft to touch and has a small amount of 

undercoat at present. Lightly furnished tail which is in proportion to the body length. 

Spine a little solid but very good markings to her sides. Facial markings are evident and 

stronger markings to the legs.  

MAINE COON SILVER TABBY SERIES ADULT MALE; 1 CC Pavlovic KARAKUM 

MICKEY black silver classic boy who is nineteen months old and obviously a working lad. 

Very good bone structure just a little slender towards the flanks, I would like to see 

him fill out a little more. His ears are large and nicely positioned, he tends to splay 

them until you get his attention to show them off. Long tufts to the tips. Eyes are a 

nice shape and size, green colour. Nice profile with a square muzzle and good breadth 

and depth to the chin. Large feet and strong legs. Some markings to the face and legs, 

difficult to see the markings on the body. Soft coat texture with very limited 

undercoat.  

MAINE COON SILVER TABBY SERIES ADULT FEMALE; 1 CC & BOB; Wagner 

LAGUNALEO ZACHARA tortie silver classic tabby just over two years old. Strong lass 

with who is solid and muscular showing a square rump. Substantial legs and large 

rounded paws. Long tail which is nicely covered. Large ears with small tufts to the tips. 

Large eyes with a slightly oblique aperture and set. Her cheeks are fairly full, I would 

have liked just a tad more width for perfection. Shallow concave curve to the profile. 

Level bite. Nice breadth and depth to the muzzle. Glossy top coat which has a 

wonderful texture with some undercoat present. Tail is very nicely furnished and 

reaches the shoulder blades. Striking colours to form the silver tortie pattern with 

some tabby markings evident.  

2 Pavlovic PANDORASPAWS BONNIE black silver classic tabby only eleven months old. 

Good bone structure and nice weight for her age. Ears are set quite high with a good 

width apart and long tufts to the tips. Fairly full cheeks and high set cheek bones. Her 

profile has quite a strong dip, level bite and a square muzzle. Her chin could do with 

just a smidge more strength to balance with the muzzle. Slightly oblique aperture and 

set to the eyes which are a nice width apart and green in colour. Very good black 

markings on a clear silver ground colour. Butterfly marking to the shoulders and oysters 

on her flanks. Tabby markings to the legs and the odd ring to the tail. Soft top coat 

and some undercoat.  

3 Swiacka BLACKJAGUAR CUPCAKE blue silver classic tabby only just over ten months 

old. A good size and weight for her age with a nice breadth to the chest and good 



length to the body. Strong legs and nicely rounded paws. Her ears are set quite high 

with a good width apart, slightly oblique aperture and set to the eyes that are green in 

colour. Slight concave curve at the nasal bridge. I would have liked a little more fullness 

to the cheeks to give a good rectangular shape and therefore set off the muzzle 

equally as well. Level bite. Nice breadth and depth to the chin. Soft coat texture. Blue 

markings on a cool beige agouti ground colour. Classic pattern is evident.  

Considered for BOB; Bezutkina CH MIRACLECOON DIAMOND DREAM repeat.  

MAINE COON RED TABBY SERIES ADULT MALE; 1 CC; Swiacka BLACKJAGUAR 

WHISKY red mackerel tabby just shy of two years old. Fabulous size and weight for 

his age, excellent strong bone, very good substance with a rectangular body shape. 

Such a laid back lad with a first class temperament. Large ears set quite high with a 

good width apart and long tufts. Cheeks fairly full with high set cheek bones. Nice dip 

to the profile and a level bite. His eyes look a touch small with a medium green 

colouring, I would have liked a little more of a slant as they looked a touch straight.  

Nice breadth and depth to the chin, level bite. Very good mackerel pattern can be seen 

to his sides, rich red markings on a good red ground colour. Full tail which reaches the 

shoulders.  

Considered for BOB; Steiner-Browne CH ISHCUS THYME TAOISEACH repeat.  

MAINE COON RED TABBY SERIES ADULT FEMALE; BOB; Wagner CH UNICUM 

TESLA repeat.  

AOC MAINE COON ADULT MALE; 1 CC & BOB; Swiacka GATTACAMOON 

VOLTURION red silver shaded only just over nine months old. Fabulous size and weight 

for such a youngster, he was a gentle giant and a delight to handle. Long tufts to large 

well placed ears. Cheeks are fairly full and high set cheek bones. Square muzzle can be 

felt and a level bite. Nice breadth and depth to the chin. Slightly oblique aperture and 

set to the eyes that are gold in colour. Shallow concave curve at the nasal bridge. 

Excellent coat texture, soft to touch and with a nice amount of undercoat, groomed to 

perfection. Silver evident and medium red to form the shaded pattern. Certainly knows 

how to show himself well.  

AOC MAINE COON ADULT FEMALE; 1 CC Swiacka BLACKJAGUAR ZUMBA blue smoke 

and white female who is fifteen months old. Rectangular shape to the body with strong 

legs and nicely rounded paws. Her ears are large and set a good width apart, she has 

long tufts to the tips. Her cheeks are fairly full with high set cheek bones. Slight 

concave curve to the profile. Eyes are a good size but the blue colouring around them 

tends to make them small, green eye colouring. Square muzzle can be felt and her chin 

balances. Level bite. Very full tail which balances with the body length. White to the 

muzzle and upper right lip, chest, tummy and paws. Contrasts can be seen, not yet fully 

developed as they are only usually stronger at certain times of the year.  

2; Kaszuba YENEFER SEKRET tortie and white of twenty two months. A good size and 

weight for her age with nice sturdy legs and well-shaped paws. Nicely placed ears with 

a good width apart. Fairly full cheeks with high set cheek bones. Green colouring to her 

eyes that have a slightly oblique aperture and set. Her profile is a touch straight. Nice 

square muzzle, I would have liked a little more breadth to the chin to balance. Level 

bite. Long tail which is lightly furnished. White blaze to her nose, white on her paws, 



chest and tummy. Very good red and black to the coat which is nicely patched. Lovely 

temperament and easy to handle.  

SIBERIAN ADULT; 1 CC & BOB; Piotrkowski VISTULA MERLIN just over two years old 

and a very large lad with excellent strong bone and very good weight. Medium size ears 

that are nicely placed and low set cheek bones which are nice and full. Slight curve at 

the nasal bridge to the profile. Green eye colouring to large, slightly oval shaped eyes 

which you can see when you encourage him to open them. Medium length coat that has a 

very dense undercoat today and must be a real handful to keep on top of. He has the 

coarse top coat. Tail broad at the base and tapering towards the tip with a very good 

covering. Tabby markings to the face and legs with the markings on the body not so 

intense due to the length and density of the coat.  

AC BI COLOUR OR MITTED RAGDOLL KITTEN MALE; 1 Liczberska GUNBERTUS 

ELIJAH cream bi colour six months old and well developed but just not too happy today 

and I managed to have him out of the pen just long enough to check him over. Lovely 

weight. Medium size ears that slightly tilt forward, full cheeks and a strong muzzle. His 

eyes are a little more oblique than I would prefer for perfection, very good blue 

colouring. Level bite. Gentle dip to the profile. Full coat which is soft in texture and 

with a nice undercoat. The cream is very pale and it is very difficult to see where the 

white areas are, so I gave him the benefit of the doubt as the markings did look to 

conform to the standard. Tail well covered.  

AC BI COLOUR OR MITTED RAGDOLL KITTEN FEMALE; 1 & BOB; Liczberska 

OROCOLATO IRIS blue bi colour of eight months old. A lovely looking female who is 

very well developed for her age. Broad chest already developing to a nice muscular 

body. Flat plane to the top of the head, good width to the cheeks and a nicely 

developed muzzle. Level bite and firm chin. Ears slightly tilt forward and medium sized. 

Very nice depth of blue colour to the eyes what are large and with a slightly oblique 

shape. Tail in proportion to the body length. Symmetrically marked inverted v to the 

face, white to the front and back legs. Good density to the coat which was soft and 

silky to touch. Very well presented.  

2 Liczberska OROCOLATO JAPAN fabulous temperament on this eight month old 

young lady. Nice length to the body, medium length legs and large round paws. Medium 

sized ears that slightly tilt forward and a flat plane to the top of the head. Good width 

to the cheeks and a nicely developed muzzle. Her eyes are quite oriental in shape and 

hence the reason for the placing, nice depth of blue colouring. Gentle dip to the profile 

and a level bite. Chin almost in line with the end of the nose. White inverted v to the 

face, white to the legs, paws and tummy with a white area over her back near to the 

base of the tail. Tail fully coloured and balances with the body.  

MAINE COON BROWN/BLUE TABBY & WHITE KITTEN; 1 & BOB; Shackleton 

ISHCUS NIGEL brown classic lad of six months old. Long body and very good weight, 

very nicely grown for his age. Strong legs and large rounded paws. Ears set quite high 

with a good width apart and another one with such long tufts to the tips. Profile has a 

slight concave curve. Green colouring to the eyes which were nicely set. Cheeks are 

fairly full and high set cheek bones. Square muzzled and a nice breadth and depth to 

the chin. Level bite. Soft top coat and a small amount of undercoat. Butterfly marking 



to the shoulders and oysters are visible to the flanks, Good markings to the face and 

legs.  

MAINE COON SILVER TABBY SERIES KITTEN; 1 & BOB; Wagner EDGAR 

CARAMELLOCOON red silver classic and white of six months old. Very well developed 

for his age. Rectangular body shape and lovely substance. Ears are large and nicely 

positioned. I would like a little more width to the cheeks for perfection. Slight concave 

curve at the nasal bridge, square muzzle and his chin balances with the muzzle. Eyes of 

a good shape and light gold colour. White to the face, paws, chest and tummy. Nice red 

and some tabby markings evident. Tail reaching the shoulders and nicely covered.  

MAINE COON RED TABBY SERIES KITTEN; 1 & BOB; Wagner FRIENDLYGHOST 

CHAIYYA CHAIYYA blue tortie classic female of nearly nine months and a large female 

with substance and strong bone. Long tufts to large ears that are set well apart. High 

set cheek bones and fairly full. Profile showing the slight concave curve. Eyes large and 

with a slightly oblique aperture and set, light gold colouring. Level bite. Nice boxy 

muzzle and good breadth and depth to the chin to match. Soft coat with a small amount 

of undercoat. Tabby markings to her sides and good strong necklace markings across 

the chest. Her spine is a little solid and therefore not showing such a strong pattern. 

Tail balances with the body length and nicely furnished.  

AOC MAINE COON KITTEN; 1 Frizelle FRIENDLY GHOST CASSINI almost nine 

months old and a red and white lad with white paws chest and tummy. Strong well 

developed chap with a good body shape and excellent substance. Long tufts to large 

well placed ears. Gold eye colouring with the eyes having a slightly oblique aperture and 

set. Square muzzle and slight concave curve to the muzzle. Nice breadth and depth to 

the chin with a level bite. Slight ruff to frame the face. Tail with profuse and flowing 

fur and reaching the shoulders. Deep red to the coat which has been very well prepared 

with a soft top coat and some undercoat present.  

2 Bezutkina ROYALMAGIC OSCAR red silver shaded of just over eight months old. 

Lovely size and good weight. Lovely shape to the body, I would have liked his ears up 

just a fraction more for perfection, showing long tufts to the tips. Light gold eye 

colour and eyes set well apart and a good shape. Shallow concave curve to the profile. 

Level bite. Square muzzle is evident and a good depth to the chin, just a touch more 

breadth to match up with the muzzle. Tail nicely furnished and in proportion to the 

body length. Coat just lacking in lustre today, limited undercoat. Lovely shading to the 

coat which is even all over.  

MAINE COON BROWN/BLUE TABBY & WHITE NEUTER; 1 PC Palovic 

PANSORASPAWS ALADDIN brown classic tabby and white twenty one months old. A 

huge heavyweight lad with excellent strong bone and rectangular body shape. He tends 

to splay his ears but they are nicely placed and also showing length to the tufts. Gold 

eye colouring to the eyes which have a slightly oblique aperture and set. Level bite. 

Square muzzle and good breadth and depth to the chin. White on the muzzle, chest and 

tummy. Very good black markings on a fairly warm copper agouti ground. Very long 

whiskers! Soft top coat and some undercoat, nicely presented. Tail very well furnished 

and balances.  

BOB; Wagner SUP HIB TR PR SILVERFERN FRENCH KISS repeat.  

 



MAINE COON RED TABBY SERIES NEUTER; 1 PC & BOB; Wagner ISHCUS QUEVAGA 

tortie tabby and white coming up to four years old. Super bone and very good weight. 

Strong legs and rounded paws. Ears set quite high with a good width apart. Cheeks are 

fairly full with high set cheek bones. Slight concave curve at the nasal bridge. Eyes of a 

lovely shape, square muzzle and good breadth and depth to the chin. White paws, chest 

and tummy with the upper part of the muzzle on the left side also showing white. 

Limited areas of red to the coat, medium black and tabby markings are evident. Tail is 

very nicely furnished and reaching the shoulders.  

 

HHP/PP;  

JOLLEYTOTS SKYLAR-O SHEA chocolate pointed of nearly two years old. Long body 

which is sleek. Very good depth to the blue eye colouring. Soft silky body coat which is 

an off white colour. Long tail, chocolate colouring to the head, legs and tail. Friendly lad 

who is easy to handle.  

 

BREEDERS PERSIAN/EXOTIC ADULT; 1 Garcia SYLVABOW BURLINGTON BERTIE 

repeat.  

BREEDERS MAINE COON ADULT; 1 Swiacka BLACKJAGUAR WHISKY repeat.  

2 Swiacka BLACKJAGUAR ZUMBA repeat. 

3 Pavlovic PANDORASPAWS BONNIE repeat.  

AV NON BREEDERS ADULT; 1 Steiner-Browne CH ISHCUS THYME TAOISEACH 

repeat 

2 Waites OWLETTS LILLIE repeat.  

3 Kaszuba YENEFER SEKRET repeat.  

AV LIMIT ADULT; 1 Janek FORESTSIDE KRISTINA repeat.  

2 Piotrkowski VISTULA MERLIN repeat.  

3 Kaszuba YENEFER SEKRET repeat.  

AV SPECIAL LIMIT ADULT; 1 Janek FORESTSIDE KRISTINA repeat 

2 Kaszuba YENEFER SEKRET repeat.  

3 Janek FORESTSIDE RYSLA repeat.  

AV JUNIOR ADULT; 1 Steiner-Browne FRIENDLYGHOSTS BIG BEAR repeat.  

2 Swiacka GATTACAMOON VOLTURION repeat 

3 Liezberska OROCOLATO HAITI repeat 

AV SENIOR ADULT; 1 Wagner UNICUM TESLA repeat.  

2 Wagner LAGUNALEO ZACHARA repeat.  

BREEDERS PERSIAN/EXOTIC KITTEN; 1 Garcia SYLVABOW SAPPHIRE RAPHAEL 

repeat.  

2 Waites IRESMYPE WILLOW EMERALD ANGEL repeat.  

3 Garcia SYLVABOW HORATIUS repeat.  

BREEDERS AOV SEMI LH KITTEN; 1 Liczberska OROCOLATO IRIS repeat.  

AV NON BREEDERS KITTEN; 1 Liczberska GUNBERTAS ELIJAH repeat.  

2 Frizell FRIENDLYGHOST CASSINI repeat.  

3 Shackleton ISHCUS NIGEL repeat.  

AV MALE KITTEN; 1 Shackleton ISHCUS NIGEL repeat.  

2 Wagner EDGAR CARAMELLOCOON repeat.  



3 Bezutkina ROYALMAGIC OSCAR repeat.  

AV FEMALE KITTEN; 1 Wagner FRIENDLYGHOST CHAIYYA CHAIYYA repeat.  

2 Waites IRESYMPE WILLOW EMERALD-ANGEL repeat.  

AV DEBUTANTE KITTEN; 1 Liczberska OROCOLATO JAPAN repeat.  

2 Shackleton ISHCUS NIGEL repeat.  

3 Waites IRESYMPE WILOW EMERALD-ANGEL repeat.  

AV JUNIOR NEUTER; 1 Pavlovic PANDORASPAWS ALADDIN repeat.  

AV SENIOR NEUTER; 1 Wagner SUP HIB GR PR SILVERFERN FRENCH KISS repeat.  

2 Wagner ISHCUS QUEVAGA repeat.  

AV SECTION 5/6 NON BREEDERS; 1 Steele RAINSONG PLATINUM JUBILEE just 

over a year old and very well grown for his age. Soft texture to the coat and nice lilac 

colour with the pinkish overtones.  

2 Steele RAINSONE AURELIA only just nine months old, lovely type with a short 

wedge and a blunt finish to the muzzle. Large eyes with a top line slant and rounded 

lower line.  

 

 

 


